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STEP 1

STEP 2
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OLIVE DRY BRUSH
(GT002-O)

EARTH STONE
(GT002-ES)

SCHOOL BUS
(GT002-SB)

CAVERN STONE 
DRY BRUSH
(GT002-CD)

Use Earth Stone to highlight  
random accent stones, stalactites,  
and stalagmites on your pieces.

As a general rule, wait for the paint 
to dry between steps.

To create the dry brush effect in the 
Caverns Standard Paint Scheme, 
mix equal parts of Cavern Stone Dry 
Brush and Olive Dry Brush with a 
few drops of School Bus.

Using a smaller brush, like our 
Pokorny Arts #12 brush, when painting 
your Caverns Deep pieces will allow 
you to have more control when you’re 
dry brushing over the uneven and 
organic forms.

Dry brushing adds depth, contrast, 
and highlights the detail in our sculpts.

+

+
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An optional step to add more warmth 
to your caverns is to use Terracotta 
Dry Brush and a medium size brush  
and lightly dry brush the tips of the 
stalactites.

+

STEP 4 The pools are a two-step process. 
The first step is to use Shallow  
Water Seaweed Green mixed with  
a few drops of Water Bubbles Blue.

Apply this in a thin, even layer to any 
area that divots in or between cracks 
to make your water pools and water 
veins.

This will add an atmosphere of 
dampness to your caverns.

STEP 5

Let this base dry then add Moss 
Green to add highlights to the water. 
Blend outward with a fine brush. MOSS GREEN

(GT002-MG)

TERRACOTTA 
DRY BRUSH
(GT002-TC)

SHALLOW WATER 
SEAWEED GREEN

(GT002-SG)

WATER BUBBLES 
BLUE

(GT002-BB)
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CLEAR GLOSS OR
NAIL POLISH

Once your piece are dry, to give your 
cavern an extra wet feel, you can 
use clear nail polish or a gloss gel 
medium over your pools and veins.

STEP 7 Starting with a base of Water  
Bubbles Blue, then adding a dry 
brush of Golden brand’s Interference 
Blue, fill in your thoughtful touches. 

Thoughtful touches are tiny Easter
eggs our sculptors hid on many of
the Caverns Deep pieces, like the
Mushroom Cluster on the Cascading
Pool Corner (CV-606). 

Examine your pieces carefully to find
all the thoughtful touches.

STEP 8 One special piece is the Dwarvenite 
Wall Insert. To paint the Dwarvenite 
vein in this piece, start with Black. 
 
Once the Black has dried, dry  
brush over it with Golden brand’s  
Interference Blue.

Once dry, dry brush over the  
same area with Golden brand’s  
Interference Violet.

BLACK
(GT002-B)

WATER BUBBLES 
BLUE

(GT002-BB)

INTERFERENCE BLUE
(GOLDEN  4030)

INTERFERENCE BLUE
(GOLDEN  4030)

INTERFERENCE  
VIOLET

(GOLDEN  4070)


